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DUNMORE Rolls Out New Precision Perforating Services For High-Performance Thin Films
Bristol, Pa., Dec. 8, 2011 – DUNMORE Corporation today announced a new portfolio of services for
customers who need intricate perforation patterns cut into their thin films and other high-value materials.
DUNMORE’s perforation services save customers the time and expense of sending films to specialized
contractors to perforate for applications that require varying surface levels, or the lowest possible weight,
or the right permeability to vent heat and air. Perforated films are used in more than 30 industries for
applications such as sound attenuation and temperature regulation.
DUNMORE is providing high-end punch perforation services
for the most exacting of those applications – those requiring
precise, complex patterns. The company’s production
facilities can now execute more than 30 standard perforation
patterns, plus customized variations. This versatility gives
customers the option of choosing from a broad range of
patterns best suited to their applications.
“Adding to our perforation services means that we can
provide high-performance films plus the finish work our
customers need so they can go directly into production
without any intervening steps,” said DUNMORE Vice
President John Jordon. “With services like perforation we’re cutting steps from our customers’ production
processes allowing them to be more competitive.”
About DUNMORE
DUNMORE Corporation is a global supplier of engineered coated and laminated films. DUNMORE
offers film conversion services such as coating, metallizing and laminating along with contract film
manufacturing. DUNMORE produces coated film, metallized film and laminating film substrates for the
photovoltaic, graphic arts, packaging, aerospace, insulation, surfacing and fashion industries. DUNMORE
is privately held, ISO 9001:2008 and OSHA VPP Star certified. For complete information on DUNMORE’s
products, services and industries served, please visit DUNMORE’s website
http://www.dunmore.com/.
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